A fiber-based implantable multi-optrode array with contiguous optical and electrical sites.
Although various kinds of optrodes are designed to deliver light and sense electrophysiological responses, few have a tightly closed optical delivering site or electrical recording site. The large space between them often blurs the stimulation location and light intensity threshold. Based on an optical fiber, we develop an optrode structure which has a coniform tip where the light exit point and gold-based electrode site are located. The optrode is fabricated by integrating a metal membrane electrode on the outside of a tapered fiber. Half of the cone-shape tip is covered by a layer of gold membrane to form the electrode. A commercial fiber connector, mechanical transfer (MT) module, is chosen to assemble the multi-optrode array (MOA). The MT connector acts as both the holder of the optrode array and an aligning part to connect the MOA with the light source. We fabricated a pluggable MOA weighing only 0.2 g. The scanning electron microscope images showed a tight cover of the metal layer on the optrode tip with an exposure area of 1500 µm(2). The electrochemical impedance of the optrode at 1 kHz was 100 kΩ on average and the light emission intensity reached 13 mW. The optical modulating and electrophysiological recording ability of the MOA was validated by monitoring the response of cells in a ChR2-expressing mouse's cerebral cortex. Neurons that maintained high cluster quality (signal-to-noise ratio = 5:1) and coherence in response to trains of 20 Hz stimulation were monitored. The optrode array reduces the distance between the optical stimulating sites and electrophysiological sites dramatically and can supply multiple channels to guide different lights simultaneously. This optrode with its novel structure may lead to a different kind of optical neural control prosthetic device, opening up a new option for neural modulation in the brain.